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Abstract:
Quantification of gene expression can be a critical step towards characterizing the etiology of
complex diseases. Growth typically involves differentiation from progenitor cells into more
specialized descendants, often involving lineages of pure and transitional cells to achieve final
form. Recent technology has enabled estimation of gene expression profiles of single cells and
these profiles theoretically differentiate pure cell types. What is missing from the analytical
toolbox is an efficient technique to classify pure and transitional cells from their profiles. Here I
introduce SOUP, for Semi-sOft clUstering with Pure cells.
While there are many strengths to single cell expression, the data tend to be noisy. Hence we
propose a method to glean more insight from bulk gene expression. Our objective is to borrow
information across multiple measurements of the same tissue per individual, such as multiple
regions of the brain, using an empirical Bayes approach to estimate individual- and cell-typespecific gene expression. To illustrate, we estimate gene co-expression networks in specific brain
cell types, which are then interpreted in light of genetic findings in autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).
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